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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) services for personal devices
and smart homes provided by commercial solutions are typically
proprietary and closed. These services provide little control to
the end users, for instance to take ownership of their data
and enabling services, which hinders these solutions’ wider
acceptance. In this demo paper, we argue for an approach to
deploy professional IoT services on user-controlled infrastructure
at the network edge. The users would benefit from the ability
to choose the most suitable service from different IoT service
offerings, like the one which satisfies their privacy requirements,
and third-party service providers could offer more tailored IoT
services at customer premises. We conduct the demonstration on
microclouds, which have been built with the Cloudy platform
in the Guifi.net community network. The demonstration is
conducted from the perspective of end users, who wish to deploy
professional IoT data management and analytics services in
volunteer microclouds.
Index Terms—edge cloud computing; community clouds
I . I N T R O D U C T I O N
In this demo paper, we aim to show the concept of an open
edge infrastructure for professional Internet of Things (IoT)
service deployment by demonstrating that in a user-controlled
system, enabled by the Cloudy platform1, IoT services can be
successfully run in volunteer-driven microclouds. Important
use cases of the IoT with huge business potential have driven
edge computing research and deployment [1]. Edge computing
solutions are nowadays used in many industrial and consumer-
oriented scenarios, covering major application domains [2].
Many of the solutions currently on the market, however,
cannot be easily extended by framework-independent third-
party services.
Many concepts and implementations, on which we build
our edge computing approach presented in this demonstration,
are currently developed or have been successfully proven in
the past. Container-based service provisioning on Customer
Premises Equipment (CPE) is proposed in the ParaDrop
system [3], and container toolkits and standardization are
nowadays heavily promoted by the Linux Foundation’s project,
1https://cloudy.community/
Figure 1. Mircocloud with heterogeneous infrastructure.
Cloud Native Computing Foundation (CNCF). Data process-
ing for IoT, through conducting data-intensive computing on
distributed and decentralized clouds at the network edge [4],
has been under active research. The contribution to volunteer
computing was demonstrated by applications such as Fold-
ing@home [5], where a large number of participants donated
computing resources to support research.
An open platform to deploy IoT services lets us envision
a market for more customized edge services, which would
not only benefit the end users, but also lead to new business
opportunities for service providers, who can avoid providing
their own IoT gateways, and instead run their services directly
on users’ commodity devices.
I I . I O T S E RV I C E S I N M I C R O C L O U D S
We demonstrate our approach by building the use case
of a professional IoT service, which is available both as a
commercial enterprise edition and an open-source community
edition. The environment we use for the demonstration is a mi-
crocloud deployed in the Guifi.net community network2. These
microclouds consist of distributed heterogeneous computing
devices contributed by the network participants [6], [7]. Such
devices are typically inexpensive mini-PCs or virtual machines
2https://guifi.net/
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Figure 2. Pentaho IoT data analytics services in Cloudy.
(VMs), which run the Cloudy software. Figure 1 illustrates
these community network microclouds.
This open deployment environment is represented by the
Cloudy distribution, which has been developed to build com-
munity microclouds. Cloudy is installed by the users on their
edge devices. Through the support services of Cloudy, a new
edge node is integrated into the existing community microcloud.
Cloudy foresees the deployment of third-party applications as
Docker containers.
To represent the professional IoT services, we have chosen
Hitachi Vantara’s Pentaho open-source data analytics and
business intelligence (BI) platform [8]. Pentaho provides com-
prehensive data processing, integration, reporting and mining
features. Users can design data workflows, reports and dash-
boards, which are uploaded to Pentaho Server for processing.
Pentaho Server also integrates support for Weka, a popular
open-source data mining software, as well as Python and R
for executing machine learning programs.
We deploy the Pentaho Server as a Docker container on
Cloudy nodes. In this scenario, owners of the edge devices
set up Pentaho Server instances, and provide these IoT data
management and analytics services to the other users of the
community microcloud. For data collection and storage, the
users can have a virtual machine with a public cloud provider
on the Internet, or set up another node in the community
microcloud as an FTP or a database server for storing the
data received from IoT devices. For instance in our setup, we
deploy the PostgreSQL database running as a Docker container
on a Cloudy device.
Figure 2 shows through the Cloudy’s web-based man-
agement interface the Pentaho Server running as a Docker
container after the installation of the service in Cloudy. The
service is discoverable in the microcloud since the provider has
tagged to publish it. Therefore any participant of the community
cloud will be able to find it, and can access the Pentaho Server
at IP address 10.139.40.134.
After logging in by accessing the service through the Cloudy
web interface, the user sees the home screen of the Pentaho
Server. With the credentials given by the service provider, the
Figure 3. Pentaho server in microcloud with data dashboards.
user can access and manage stored files, schedule jobs, and
generate data reports and dashboard as shown in Figure 3.
I I I . E X P E R I M E N TAT I O N
The experimentation in this demo aims to show the capa-
bility of installing professional IoT services in an open edge
computing platform represented by Cloudy, and consists of:
1) Exploration of the microcloud by live access to a Cloudy
node3.
2) Through the web interface of Cloudy, managing and
accessing specific services from the perspective of an
end user.
3) Exploring the support services of Cloudy which enable
service publication and discovery, node management and
update.
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